
required. Gamber-Johnson specifically disclaims any responsibility for the improper use or installation of its products not consistent with the original vehicle manufactures specifications 

Product Mounting Disclaimer 
Gamber-Johnson is not liable under any theory of contract or tort law for any loss, damage, personal injury, special, incidental or consequential damages for personal injury or other damage 
of any nature arising directly or indirectly as a result of the improper installation or use of its products in vehicle or any other application. In order to safely install and use Gamber-Johnson 
products full consideration of vehicle occupants, vehicle systems (i.e., the location of fuel lines, brakes lines, electrical, drive train or other systems), air-bags and other safety equipment is 

and recommendations, Gamber-Johnson product instruction sheets, or workmanship standards as endorsed through the Gamber-Johnson Certified Installer Program.

Product

QADJ-UPPER-S, QADJ-UPPER-M, QADJ-UPPER-L

Quick Adjust Upper Tube Assemblies

If you need assistance or have questions, call Gamber-Johnson at 1-800-456-6868

Revision

keeping the height constant. A set collar is provided with the base to safely maintain the 
Quick Adjust upper tube assemblies are designed to allow rotation of the upper tube while

height of the upper tube.

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

Printing Spec:  PS-001

Form

The upper unit can now be safely rotated as needed.6.

Note:  It is important to carefully follow the directions below to avoid accidental 
equipment damage or personal injusry.

Insert upper tube into any DS style lower tube assembly.1.
Loosen the set collar set screw and adjust upper tube to appropriate height. 2.
Tighten the quick adjust handle to maintain uper tube position.3.
Allow the set collar to slide down the upper tue until it contacts the lower tube.4.
Tighten the set collar set screw.5.

QADJ-UPPER-S
(5.75" Lg. Upper Plate)
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QADJ-UPPER-M
(8"  Upper Plate)

Upper Plate

release for rotational adjustment of 
the tube assembly.

Quick Adjust handle provides quick

Set collar with set screw attached 
to the upper tube and positioned 
between the upper plate and 
lower tube assembly.

QADJ-UPPER-L
(12"  Upper Plate)


